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● Advanced searches in various platforms

● Metadata for verification

● The importance of archiving

● Verification tools and resources

Topics



Advanced searches

How many of you use advanced searches 
frequently?

In what platforms?
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● Finding a particular content within the internet 
can be a very difficult task

● Advanced searches are not only effective, they 
are also time-saving

● Most of them let us filter by date, location, 
format, user etc.

Advanced searches



Advanced searches



Advanced searches

- To do an advanced search we 
first have to do a random search

- We then click on the wheel that 
can be seen on the top right 
margin, and select ‘advanced 
search’
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● Advanced searches can also be done in 
Google with filtering operators.

● When you type in these operators in the 
search bar, the desired filters will be applied to 
the results.

Advanced searches
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Most useful operators

site: AND

filetype:
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FULL LIST OF OPERATORS

https://bit.ly/3aiVmLb
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● Google searches are sometimes biased due to 
our ‘cookies’ and our search history

● Besides advanced searches, there are several 
useful resources to avoid such bias

● Private mode and VPNs are good options

Advanced searches
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● The results we get when using incognito mode 
will likely be different than the ones we get 
using the normal browser 

Incognito mode



Incognito mode

- To avoid copying and pasting 
links into a private search, try 
downloading the ‘Incognito this 
tab’ Chrome extension

- The page we are looking at will 
open up in private mode with 
just one click

Tip



VPN

- You can connect to an IP address from 
a different country

- Useful for searches and to protect our 
privacy during investigations

- Some VPN services are free, but there 
could be privacy and data-gathering 
concerns 

- It’s advisable to subscribe to a 
well-known and reliable VPN
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● Advanced searches on Twitter can help us find 
out if a tweet is real or not

● We can filter by date, user and terms, among 
other metrics

● Once again, it’s very time-saving for general 
queries

Advanced Twitter searches



https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en









To see the tweets that a user has published on a specific topic, we use the following 
formula in the Twitter search engine:

from:@user keyword

Once that is written, we can limit the time by adding this formula:

    since:yyyy-mm-dd until:yyyy-mm-dd

How do we search on Twitter



Has The Namibian published this 
tweet?

- from:@user keyword

- since:yyyy-mm-dd 
until:yyyy-mm-dd





Has The Namibian published this 
tweet?

- from:@user keyword

- since:yyyy-mm-dd 
until:yyyy-mm-dd



Twitter searches

Does the fact that the tweet doesn’t appear 
mean it has never existed?



Twitter searches

- The tweet could have 
been deleted, we need 
more conclusive 
evidence… 



Twitter searches

- How do we know that 
this tweet is fake?

(Use your observation)



Twitter searches

- The tweet excedes 
Twitter’s character limit

- The limit is currently 280 
characters

- Prior to November 2017, 
the limit was 140



Other tips to verify tweets

- Don’t trust alleged 
tweets that don’t include 
RT, FAV or date stamp

- Same with tweets that 
have only been 
screenshot once



Facebook searches

Has somebody tried to find an old Facebook post? Was it 
challenging?



Facebook searches

- Not many options are given



s Facebook searches

- Before discovering this tool a few years 
ago, we would conduct the searches 
manually

- Most of the time we wouldn’t even find 
the old post or it had been deleted 

- Who posted what? automates the 
search and saves us all that time



Facebook searches

- The first thing we can do is obtain the ID of the profile we are investigating. It’s a unique 
code that identifies each account 



Facebook searches

- We can also search for specific 
terms and limit the date of 
publication

- Facebook searches can filter 
content by year, but this tool lets 
us filter by month and even by 
day.



Facebook searches

- We can search for posts about a specific topic, and filter the search by 
date



Facebook searches

- We can also look for keywords and filter by location

- Útil para sucesos de última hora, además de para verificación Useful for 
breaking news as well as for fact-checking



Facebook searches

- The most useful resource is being able to search for posts from a particular user along 
with keywords

- We have to type in the user’s ID and the word we are interested in



Facebook searches

PRACTICAL CASE
What has Maldito Bulo posted about Real Madrid?



Facebook searches

- The first thing we have to do is get Maldito Bulo’s ID



Facebook searches

- Once we’ve got the ID, we have to combine the search with the 
keyword. In this case, ‘Real Madrid’



Facebook searches



Google cache
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● Temporary archive of websites cached by 
Google

● Many websites correct or modify their articles 
without explicitly recognizing that they made a 
mistake

● This resource is useful to check if previous 
versions of the article have been cached

Google Cache
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● CONTEXT: Pablo Iglesias is the former Vice President 
of Spain and is married to Equality Minister, Irene 
Montero

● As a prominent politician, he has been the victim of 
many hoaxes

Google Cache
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● ABC is one of the oldest and most read 
newspapers in Spain 

Google Cache
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● How can we find out if ‘ABC’ has 
published this tweet?

● Any visual clue that is suspicious?

Google Cache

“Pablo Iglesias, fighting for the 
custody of his children. He will 
take his former partner Irene 
Montero to court”
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● Does this seem like the real ABC Twitter 
username?

Google Cache
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● Does this seem like the real ABC Twitter 
username?

● The real one is 

Google Cache
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● Who is @negrodebot?

Google Cache
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● Before being suspended, we saw that the 
user had published that tweet, but there 
was no sign of the ABC branding

Google Cache
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Google Cache
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● How can we see if this user pretended to 
be ABC newspaper?

● Maybe cache?

Google Cache
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● Although the user had already changed his name 
and profile picture, the cached version of the 
tweet proved that he had pretended to be ABC

Google Cache
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Google Cache



Wayback Machine
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Archiving

- When fact-checking, it’s essential to archive every 
website/content you are investigating

- Links often break after some time, so by linking to archived 
versions of them you will be able to keep seeing the content

- Likewise, it’s common for disinformers to delete their hoax 
after it has gone viral

- More importantly, it can be used as evidence if you face any 
legal prosecution for one of your investigations

- You can also look for versions that have been archived by 
other users



https://archive.org/web/



https://archive.org/web/



https://archive.org/web/



Archiving
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Archiving

- Free archiving tools have their 
flaws (Facebook issues), so it’s 
good to have a backup

- Archive.li is a great alternative to 
WayBack Machine



Metadata

Metadata
How it can be your fact-checking ally (with caution)



Metadata    

- Metadata lists all the essential 
information we need about a file

- It can let us know where and when a 
picture was taken or who created a 
PDF, for example

- However, metadata can be erased or 
manipulated

- Useful when combined with other 
verification techniques



What kind of files have metadata



Metadata of 
a JPG file



Metadata of 
a JPG file



Metadata of 
a PDF file



https://www.metadata2go.com/ METADATA ONLINE VIEWEER
 



Browser extensions

- Quicker to obtain metadata

- Once again, it’s important to 
be cautious with metadata

EXIF Viewer Pro
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